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in the East who had lent them money, the manufacturers who made the
goods that they consumed, and the railroads that usually carried the crops
that they raised. When a renewal of good rainfall once more made farm-
ing profitable, the abandoned farms were reoccupied. The scanty rainfall
of 1910 to 1920, however, brought back the old trouble. It would have had
much worse effects if the World War had not brought high prices for
farm products, and plenty of opportunity for farmers to find work
elsewhere.
How Dry Farming Helps in Regions of Scanty Rainfall. During these
repeated dry periods the farmers of Kansas and neighboring states devel-
oped a new method of providing against drought. They learned a way
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A—Rainfall in Western Kansas during the Agricultural Year, October to September. The
dotted line shows the actual rainfall at two stations, Hays and Dodge. The solid line
shows the effect on the farmer if we assume that his prosperity depends not only on the
present year, but on the preceding year, reckoned as two thirds as important as the current
year, and on the year before that, reckoned as one third as important.
of preserving the water in the soil for many months, or even from one
year to another. They do this by plowing or harrowing after every rainy
season, thus killing the weeds which would otherwise suck the moisture
out of the soil and give it to the air. The harrowing also breaks up the
crust that forms when the soil dries and causes the surface to be covered
with a layer of soft, dry dust. This acts like a blanket and helps to pre-
vent the ground water from evaporating. This method of "dry farming"
enables the rain of two or three seasons to be largely retained in the soil,
and thus makes it possible to grow crops with comparatively little rain-
fall. It is a great help to the farmer, but demands a large amount of labor.
Russia practices dry farming on its huge state farms north of the Caspian
Sea. It was able to find great areas there with comparatively few inhabi-

